
A New Perspective
Dialogue Sample • Momoguro: Legends of Uno

CHAPTER 1 • QUEST 2 • OPENING DIALOG

The race up Meteor Mountain gets off to a rocky start. The island's terrain is said
to have a mind of its own, one that can change at any moment. You soon come
across an obstacle that will have you in two minds as well…

ZEKE Nadi, we're going downhill! Can we just stop for a minute?

NADI No! We have to keep going! We have to win!

ZEKE Why? What do we even want a Crowno for?

NADI It's not about the Crowno, ok? It's about pride. Mine. My family's.

You wouldn't understand…

ZEKE Oh, because my family doesn't have any?

NADI I didn't say that!

ZEKE We share a brain, Nadi. You didn't have to.

You break through the tree line and find yourself face-to-face with a towering,
vertical rock face.

ZEKE Please tell me *this* isn't part of your shortcut.

NADI I *really* don't like losing, compañero. So, let's find some climber
Momos and claim ourselves a Crowno!

[QUEST 2: CLIMB THE SHEER ROCK FACE.]



CHAPTER 1 • QUEST 2 • CLOSING DIALOG

Five hundred feet above the jungle floor, Zeke starts to have a panic attack.

You're now free soloing a vertical cliff face with a hyperventilating Sento on your
hands.

ZEKE ¡Santa Morchella! It's a *long* way down, Nadi.

NADI Don't think about down! Only up!

ZEKE Fine! Then we're a long puñetero way *up*, ok?

NADI Just breathe. Find your rhythm.

A blast of wind presses your body into the rockface.

ZEKE Oh, my rhythm? Sí! Now, where could it be? Oh, you know where I
think I left it?

NADI Where?

ZEKE Five hundred feet down the side of this *maldita* mountain!

At the top, instead of cheering Momos, you find yourself on a shelf receding into
the mountain.

Deep scratch marks crisscross the ledge, like it was carved out by hand. Or claw.

Suddenly, something on the back wall catches your eye.

[QUEST 3 UNLOCKED]



Fools Rush In
Dialogue Sample • Momoguro: Legends of Uno

CHAPTER 1 • QUEST 3 • OPENING DIALOG

On a ledge halfway up the rockface, you find a mysterious boulder. The stone is
covered in scratch marks that look like symbols or hieroglyphs. Some of them
look weirdly familiar. Now, where have you seen them before?

ZEKE They look like writing. I've seen this character before. In my dad's
journals.

NADI The ones the Alianza Científica took? After he was…

ZEKE Expelled? Yeah. But they didn't take them all.

Air rushes through the thin crack between the rock and the wall.

Between the bursts of whistling, you hear other sounds. Voices. Shouting.

NADI ¿Oyes eso?

ZEKE He wrote about an ancient stone that acts as some kind of stele. Or
key?

The sounds grow louder. Chanting. Cheering. There's a tunnel back there.

NADI That's no key, cuate. That's a door. And we're going to open it.

[QUEST 3: MOVE THE GIANT ROCK.]



CHAPTER 1 • QUEST 3 • CLOSING DIALOG

As the rock shifts, the wind's whistle turns into a howl, as though the mountain
were crying out in pain. Or issuing a warning.

The boulder tumbles forward revealing a long, dark tunnel ending in a tiny speck
of light.

NADI ¡Victoria! The Crest! We can still make it!

ZEKE Take it slow! We don't know if it's safe. And I don't want to miss
anything.

NADI We *are* missing something. ¡Vamos!

ZEKE I just think–

NADI That's exactly our problem, Zeke. We think too much. It's time to
*feel*.

NADI And I *feel* like wearing a maldito Crowno.

As you run into the tunnel, a blast of wind almost blows your poncho off.

In the calm that follows, you hear only your footsteps, your breath, and your
pulse beating out of rhythm.

[QUEST 4 UNLOCKED]



All-Seeing Eye
Dialogue Sample • Momoguro: Legends of Uno

CHAPTER 1 • QUEST 4 • OPENING DIALOG

As the great portal in the sky, The Eye of Uno, gazes down, you stumble upon
something buried in the rock. There was a prize at the end of the tunnel, just not the one
you were expecting.

You burst out of the tunnel and into a clearing. You charge forward, until suddenly…

You're airborne. You slam into the ground, sending a mess of scree and stones down
the mountainside.

ZEKE "It's time to feel." That's what you said, right?

NADI Can we not–

ZEKE Well, I'm *realmente* feeling something now. I'm feeling a broken rib,
maybe a sprained shoulder–

NADI Just stop!

ZEKE But you *never* stop! Because everything’s always a *race*...

A pink flash of light grabs your attention.

NADI What is that?

ZEKE ... that you have to win! As if winning is all that ma– What is what?

Sticking out of the ground, you see the tip of a jagged, pink crystal. It's stuck firmly in the
rock. You touch its surface. A light flickers in its core. ¡Flashero!

[QUEST 4: DIG UP THE BURIED CRYSTAL.]



CHAPTER 1 • QUEST 4 • CLOSING DIALOG

After much digging and swearing, you finally pry the crystal loose. The pink light still
flickers inside its core.

NADI Have you ever seen anything like this before?

ZEKE No. Never. But it's better than el *tonto* Crowno, sí?

You slump to the floor and tuck the crystal inside your poncho.

ZEKE I'm sorry about the race, Nadi.

NADI De nada.

ZEKE I know it hurts. I feel it too, remember?

NADI You do?

You nod your head and stare at the portal.

NADI Every Lucha in my family has been Ascensión Campeón. I've been
dreaming of this since before I could say the words. It means a lot to me.

ZEKE You mean *us*. It means a lot to us.

You smile. Something tingles in your chest.

NADI Hey, I know I never– I'm sorry about what happened to your dad.

NADI He believed all that stuff, didn't he? Portals? Aliens from other planes?

ZEKE Every word. So do I. And someday? So will everybody else.

The tingling again. This time more intense, like a spasm.



NADI Did you feel that?

You put your hand to your chest and take hold of the crystal.

"¡Santa Morchella!" The crystal. It's moving!

[QUEST 5 UNLOCKED]


